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Abstract 

Competitive aggressiveness is analyzed in a simple spatial competition model, where each one of two 
firms supplies two connected market segments, one captive the other contested. To begin with, firms 
are simply assumed to maximize profit subject to two constraints, one related to competitiveness, the 
other to market feasibility. The competitive aggressiveness of each firm, measured by the relative 
implicit price of the former constraint, is then endogenous and may be taken as a parameter to 
characterize the set of equilibria. A further step consists in supposing that competitive aggressiveness is 
controlled by each firm through its manager hiring decision, in a preliminary stage of a delegation 
game. When competition is exogenously intensified, through higher product substitutability or through 
larger relative size of the contested market segment, competitive aggressiveness is decreased at the 
subgame perfect equilibrium. This decrease partially compensates for the negative effect on profitability 
of more intense competition. 
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1 Introduction

Designing a marketing strategy amounts to decide whether the �rm is customer-
or competitor-centered (Kotler, 2003). Customer orientation requires build-
ing con�dent relationships with the consumers and sticking with their needs,
whereas competitor orientation implies vigilance, responsiveness and aggres-
siveness �competitive aggressiveness to be precise, a dimension often empha-
sized in the management literature (Covin and Covin, 1990, Venkatraman,
1989) and which will be the object of this paper. Balancing these orienta-
tions is a strategic choice. It implies human resource decisions based on the
identi�cation of the sales managers�personal pro�les which best �t the de-
sired balance.1 Competitive aggressiveness is accordingly to be viewed, not
as a mere individual psychological characteristic, but rather as a constructed
feature of the marketing organization itself, which calls for the status of a
strategic variable.
In order to formalize competitive aggressiveness as a strategic marketing

variable, we adapt the popular Hotelling (1929) model of spatial duopoly.
The market for each brand is divided into a captive segment (the �rm hin-
terland) and a contested segment (between the two �rms locations), calling
in principle for two distinct orientations, a customer orientation in the for-
mer against a competitor orientation in the latter.2 These orientations must
however be balanced within a single competitive posture whenever the �rm
is unable or reluctant to price discriminate, so that the segments fail to fall
completely apart. This posture, responding to the double objective of picking
up the rival�s customers and of gaining new customers, in particular in the
captive segment, re�ects in practice the sales manager�s hawkish or dovish
attitude.
Our main objective in this paper is to mix the two orientations and to

apprehend a �rm competitive aggressiveness through a single measurable in-
dex. We suppose that each seller makes a price-quantity choice to maximize
pro�t. For each �rm, this amounts to notify in advance a list price and a sales
target. These noti�cations are made consistent through discount pricing rules

1As John Gapper puts it in a paper written for the Financial Times (�Opening the
windows on Microsoft�, 27.02.08), the software industries are moving from an age ruled
by the Silicon Valley motto �Only the paranoid survive�to the internet age of companies
that �no longer try to eradicate competition at all costs�, an age for which a better slogan
would be �Only the sociable thrive�. And he adds that �it is no coincidence that Mr Gates,
the company�s co-founder and guiding spirit for more than 30 years [...] has handed over
his title of chief software architect to Ray Ozzie, an industry veteran who is instinctively
more open to collaboration.�

2For another (non-spatial) model of market segmentation, with two captive segments
and a duopolistic (contested) segment, see Fershtman and Muller (1993).
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designed to �t the actual sales with the targets. This approach is used in ac-
cordance with basic marketing principles which advocate list prices to awaken
potential buyers, sales targets to motivate the sales forces and discount pric-
ing rules to conciliate both types of signals. We prove that it is equivalent to
have each �rm selecting a price-quantity pair so as to maximize pro�t under
two feasibility constraints, one for competitiveness, the other for market fea-
sibility. Moreover, it induces a large multiplicity of equilibria which reveals
the variety of degrees of aggressiveness inherent in this kind of price-quantity
strategies. More precisely, the set of equilibria can be parameterized, for each
�rm, by a coe¢ cient equal to the relative weight of the Lagrange multiplier
associated with its competitiveness constraint at some speci�c equilibrium.3

That coe¢ cient is precisely the index of competitive aggressiveness we are
looking for. This will be used to contribute in two major issues of marketing
management.
The �rst contribution is conceptual. Our approach gives better founda-

tions to the New Empirical Industrial Organization (NEIO) as applied to the
analysis of competitive interactions in marketing (see the surveys by Bresna-
han, 1989, Kadiyali, Sudhir and Rao, 2001, and Lee�ang, 2008). The parame-
terization developed in the NEIO, bridging the gap between pure Bertrand-
Nash competition and collusion, is either based on the introduction in the
�rst order conditions of �conduct parameters�, an empirical counterpart of
conjectural variations (e.g. Corts, 1999, Sudhir, Chintagunta and Kadiyali,
2005) or on weighting the pro�t of the �rm by its competitors�pro�ts (e.g.
Sudhir, 2001).
The second contribution is more on the human resource management

side. Our competitive aggressiveness parameter arises �rst as endogenously
determined for each seller and for each speci�c equilibrium. But it can also be
taken as exogenously given, resulting from the choice by the seller of a speci�c
marketing orientation. Such a choice refers for instance to a human resource
decision made at the top management level and taking the classical form of
hiring sales managers with speci�c pro�les and styles. Another instance can
be found in the management itself of the sales force: the aggressiveness factor
is then related to the proportion of time and e¤ort the sales representatives
have to devote to prospecting and attracting rival�s consumers.
This leads us to consider competitive aggressiveness as a strategic variable

to be chosen at the �rst stage of a delegation game and to bring a conceptual
clari�cation on the relationship between competitive aggressiveness and en-
vironmental hostility. The delegation game literature introduces alternative

3A similar approach is used in a di¤erent modelling context by d�Aspremont, Dos Santos
Ferreira and Gérard-Varet (2007), and d�Aspremont and Dos Santos Ferreira (2009).
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payo¤ functions of the managers, as weighted sums of either the �rm pro�t
and revenue (Fershtman and Judd, 1987, and Sklivas, 1987) or market share
(Jansen et al., 2007 ), or of both �rms pro�ts (Miller and Pazgal, 2001); the
weights are parameters designed by the owners as incentive contracts for the
managers who compete in prices or quantities on the market. In our model,
the competitive aggressiveness parameters play a similar strategic role.
The in�uence of environmental hostility on the relationship between �rm

performance and entrepreneurial orientation has been extensively considered,
with di¤ering results and ambiguous conclusions (Covin and Covin, 1990,
Miles, Arnold and Thompson, 1993, Slater and Narver, 1994, McGee and
Rubach, 1996/97, Lumpkin and Dess, 2001, Papadakis & Barwise, 2002,
among others). A way of bringing some light to the debate is to separate, for
each seller, the aggressiveness of the competitors from the hostility of the en-
vironment. This will be implemented through some comparative statics per-
formed in the delegation game. In this game, competitive aggressiveness is a
strategic variable for each seller and environmental hostility is represented by
the degree of exposure to competition resulting from product substitutability
of the brands and from the relative size of the contested market segment.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the model of

price-quantity competition, and parameterize the set of equilibria, which in-
cludes the outcomes of standard competition regimes (tacit collusion, Bertrand-
Hotelling, Cournot and Stackelberg). In section 3, we analyze the strategic
choice of managerial aggressiveness, and discuss the implications of changes
in environmental hostility. We conclude in section 4.

2 Price-quantity competition

We study a market where two �rms compete to sell two di¤erent brands of
the same product, assumed to be produced by both at the same constant
unit cost, normalized to zero. The product is di¤erentiated by its location in
space, as in Hotelling (1929), expressing di¤erent brand positioning strate-
gies previously adopted by the sellers. Hence, in our model, the sellers only
compete, simultaneously, in both prices and quantities.

2.1 Consumers�demand on two market segments

Consider the Hotelling spatial duopoly where a continuum of consumers, each
likely to buy one unit of the product, is uniformly distributed on the interval
[0; 1 + 2a]. All consumers have the same valuation v of the product, and bear
a travel cost t per unit of length. Brand 1 is positioned at point a and brand
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2, symmetrically, at point 1 + a, so that they are separated by a distance
normalized to 1.
The market is thus divided into three segments: [0; a] on the side of �rm

1 and [1 + a; 1 + 2a] on the side of �rm 2, plus the middle segment [a; 1 + a].
Consumers located on any segment will buy the brand o¤ering the lowest
delivered price (including the travel cost) provided it does not exceed their
reservation price v. Consumers are in principle indi¤erent between the two
brands when the delivered prices coincide, a situation that can only concern
the marginal consumer located on the contested segment but which, given
linearity of travel costs, can prevail for all captive customers of some brand.
In this case we assume that preference is given to the closest brand. Hence
the two extreme segments will be called the captive segments (respectively
of brand 1 and brand 2) and the middle one, the contested segment.

On the captive segment for brand i, a customer located at distance
d 2 [0; a] from �rm i will purchase that brand if the delivered price pi + td
does not exceed the reservation price v (we disregard for the moment un-
dercutting opportunities which arise when pj + t < pi). The quantity de-
manded to �rm i on its captive segment is consequentlymin f(v � pi) =t; ag �
min fF (pi); ag. On the contested segment the same applies (with 1 tak-
ing the place of a), with the following additional requirement: a customer
located at distance d from �rm i will only purchase brand i if the deliv-
ered price pi + td does not exceed the delivered price pj + t (1� d) for the
other brand, that is, if d � (t+ pj � pi) =2t. Thus, if again we momentarily
disregard undercutting opportunities associated with jpi � pjj > t, so that
(t+ pj � pi) =2t 2 [0; 1], the demand for brand i on the contested segment is
min f(v � pi) =t; (t+ pj � pi) =2tg � min fF (pi) ; G(pi; pj)g.
To simplify the analysis, by avoiding an excessive number of cases, we

impose the following condition on the parameters:

1 <
v

t
< a. (1)

The inequality on the left implies that (t+ pj � pi) =2t < (v � pi) =t for any
pair of prices which do not exceed the monopoly price v=2, thus excluding
the case of coexisting local monopolies with disconnected market areas. As
to the inequality on the right, it implies that the captive segment of each �rm
is never covered even for a nil price: (v � pi) =t � v=t < a. Assumption (1)
thus ensures that competition for customers is always active on the contested
segment, and that the demand on the captive segments is always responsive
to price changes. It also entails that the demand for brand i is given by
F (pi) = (v � pi) =t on the corresponding captive segment and by G(pi; pj) =
(t+ pj � pi) =2t on the contested segment.
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2.2 The price-quantity game

We consider a game between two players, �rms 1 and 2. The strategy of �rm
i is an announced price-quantity pair (pi; yi) 2 [0; v] � [0; 1]. The price pi
is the unit list price announced by �rm i for its own brand, which concerns
both the contested and the captive segments (no price discrimination), and
the quantity yi is the sales target of �rm i on the contested segment.
The quantity targeted on the captive segment is simply given by the

demand F (pi) at the list price without any strategic intent. By contrast, on
the contested segment each �rm i may adjust, through a rebate, the list price
pi, in order to meet its sales target yi as far as it can. This means that it
adopts the following discount pricing rule:

Pi (pi; yi; pj) =

8<:
pi if yi � G (pi; pj) ;

G�1 (�; pj) (yi) if G (pi; pj) � yi � G (0; pj) ;
0 if G (0; pj) � yi;

. (2)

Thus, if pj is such that the demand for the brand of �rm i becomes less than
its sales target, �rm i is supposed to charge a discount price G�1 (�; pj) (yi) =
pj + t � 2tyi ensuring the realization of its target, as long as the discount
price remains positive. Thus, the discount price Pi (pi; yi; pj) is not con-
ceived here to match the rival�s price on the whole market (as, for instance,
in Holt and Sche¤man, 1987) but, in a narrower sense, merely to ful�ll the
sales target on the contested segment. Because of the non-negativity con-
straint on the discount price, it may be impossible to implement this sales
target, but the discount pricing rule is in any case su¢ cient to keep each
hinterland captive. Given this rule applied by both �rms, and a strat-
egy pair ((pi; yi) ; (pj; yj)), the payo¤ of �rm i is equal to its revenue com-
puted at the outcome determined by the prices Pi (pi; yi; pj) and Pj (pj; yj; pi),
and the quantities qi = F (Pi (pi; yi; pj)) +G (Pi (pi; yi; pj) ; Pj (pj; yj; pi)) and
qj = F (Pj (pj; yj; pi)) +G (Pj (pj; yj; pi) ; Pi (pi; yi; pj)), that is,

�i (pi; yi; pj; yj) (3)

= Pi (pi; yi; pj) (F (Pi (pi; yi; pj)) +G (Pi (pi; yi; pj) ; Pj (pj; yj; pi))).

The following lemma states that the outcome of any Nash equilibrium of
this game can always be obtained through an equilibrium ful�lling the sales
targets of both �rms, hence with no discounting.

Lemma 1 Let the pair of strategies ((p�1; y
�
1); (p

�
2; y

�
2)) 2 ([0; v]� [0; 1])

2 be
a Nash equilibrium of the price-quantity game such that the sales target of
some �rm i is not ful�lled: y�i 6= G

�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
. Then there exists an equilib-

rium ((p��1 ; y
��
1 ); (p

��
2 ; y

��
2 )) such that the outcome remains the same: y

��
i =
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G
�
p��i ; p

��
j

�
and p��i = Pi

�
p��i ; y

��
i ; p

��
j

�
= Pi

�
p�i ; y

�
i ; p

�
j

�
, for i; j = 1; 2 and

i 6= j.

Proof. The simple case is the one in which y�i < G
�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
, implying

Pi
�
p�i ; y

�
i ; p

�
j

�
= p�i . Then we can obtain a new equilibrium by taking y��i =

G
�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
and keeping the other strategies constant (y��j = y�j , p

��
i = p�i ,

p��j = p�j), without changing the equilibrium outcome. Now, suppose that
y�i > G

�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
, so that there is discounting by �rm i at equilibrium. First,

we can eliminate the case Pi
�
p�i ; y

�
i ; p

�
j

�
= 0, leading to zero pro�t. Indeed,

�rm i can always ensure a positive pro�t at least equal to tF (t) on its captive
segment, whatever the price charged by �rm j. Second, observe that, for
0 < Pi

�
p�i ; y

�
i ; p

�
j

�
< p�i , Pi

�
p�i ; y

�
i ; p

�
j

�
= G�1

�
�; p�j

�
(y�i ) = p

�
j+t�2ty�i , so that

�rm i�s discount price is locally independent of its list price. Thus, if both
�rms were in this case, �rm i would be able to increase its pro�t by slightly
increasing its list price pi, hence its rival�s discount price Pj

�
p�j ; y

�
j ; pi

�
= pi+

t�2ty�j and ultimately its own demandG
�
Pi
�
pi; y

�
i ; p

�
j

�
; Pj

�
p�j ; y

�
j ; pi

��
. Firm

i is consequently alone to give a discount (Pj
�
p�j ; y

�
j ; p

�
i

�
= 0 is excluded), so

that the equilibrium outcome depends upon neither p�i nor y
�
j . So, we may

take p��i = Pi
�
p�i ; y

�
i ; p

�
j

�
and y��j = G

�
Pj
�
p�j ; y

�
j ; p

�
i

�
; Pi

�
p�i ; y

�
i ; p

�
j

��
, keeping

constant the strategies p�j and y
�
i (p

��
j = p�j and y

��
i = y�i ), in order to get

the required equilibrium with the same outcome, but now ful�lling the sales
targets of both �rms and involving no discounting.
According to this result, we may restrict our analysis to equilibria with

ful�lled sales targets, without loss of generality as concerns outcomes, and
always refer from now on to such equilibria without explicitly mentioning
this restriction. Furthermore, since those equilibria involve no discounting,
they can be obtained as the Nash equilibria of a modi�ed game, with payo¤s

e�i (pi; yi; pj; yj) = pi(F (pi) +G (pi; Pj (yj; pj; pi))) if yi = G (pi; pj) (4)

= 0 otherwise.

Because of non-di¤erentiability of the discount pricing rule Pj (�; pj; pi)
at yj = G (pj; pi), �rm i is thus supposed to maximize its revenue piqi (with
qi = F (pi)+G (pi; Pj (yj; pj; pi))) facing, at any equilibrium ((p�1; y

�
1); (p

�
2; y

�
2)),

a kinked demand curve exhibiting a kink at (q�i ; p
�
i ) (for a representation in

the output-price space and with q�i = F (p�i ) + y
�
i : see Figure 1).For the

case where y�j < G
�
p�j ; pi

�
, the upper portion of this curve, corresponding to

pi > p
�
i and qi < q

�
i , is given by the equation qi = F (pi) +G

�
pi; p

�
j

�
and, for

the case where y�j > G
�
p�j ; pi

�
, the lower portion, corresponding to pi < p�i

and qi > q�i , is given by the equation qi = F (pi) + max
�
1� y�j ; G (pi; 0)

	
=
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Figure 1: The demand addressed to �rm i

F (pi) + max
�
F
�
p�j
�
+ 1� q�j ; G (pi; 0)

	
. Hence, maximizing the functione�i ��; �; p�j ; y�j � and then taking q�i = F (p�i ) + y

�
i is equivalent to solving a

program with the two constraints which de�ne the two portions of �rm i�s
kinked demand. Denoting D (pi; pj) = F (pi) + G (pi; pj) the total demand
speci�cally addressed to �rm i, one portion is simply D

�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
. The other

portion is max
�
D
�
pi; p

�
j

�
� q�j ; D(pi; 0)

	
, where D (pi; pj) = D (pi; pj) +

D (pj; pi) = D (pj; pi) denotes the aggregate demand addressed to both �rms,
and D(pi; 0) = F (pi) + G (pi; 0). This is formally shown in the following
lemma.

Lemma 2 Take any pair ((p�1; q
�
1); (p

�
2; q

�
2)) of simultaneous solutions to the

following program, respectively for (i; j) = (1; 2) and for (i; j) = (2; 1),

max
(pi;qi)2[0;v]�[0;1+a]

piqi (5)

s.t. qi � D
�
pi; p

�
j

�
(6)

qi � max
�
D
�
pi; p

�
j

�
� q�j ; D(pi; 0)

	
, (7)

Then ((p�1; y
�
1); (p

�
2; y

�
2)) with y

�
i = q�i � F (p�i ) (i = 1; 2) is an equilibrium

of the price-quantity game with ful�lled sales target and so, for i; j = 1; 2
and i 6= j, (p�i ; y�i ) maximizes over [0; v]� [0; 1] the function e�i �pi; yi; p�j ; y�j �
(as de�ned by (4)). Conversely, let ((p�1; y

�
1); (p

�
2; y

�
2)) 2 ([0; v]� [0; 1])

2 be an
equilibrium of the price-quantity game with ful�lled sales targets. Then, for
i; j = 1; 2 and i 6= j, (p�i ; q�i ), with q�i = F (p�i )+y�i , solves the above program.
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Proof. If ((p�1; q
�
1); (p

�
2; q

�
2)) is a pair of simultaneous solutions to the

programs of the two �rms, then D
�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
� q�j � D(p�i ; 0) for i; j = 1; 2

(otherwise q�j > D(p�j ; p
�
i ), violating the �rst constraint for �rm j). Also,

at least one constraint must be binding in the program of each �rm i. If
the binding constraints are of the same type, by aggregating over the two
�rms we obtain q�i + q

�
j = F (p�i ) + F

�
p�j
�
+ 1, so that the two constraints

of the other type must also be satis�ed as equalities. If they are of di¤erent
types, we have q�i = D(p

�
i ; p

�
j) and q

�
j = D(p

�
i ; p

�
j) � q�i = D(p�j ; p�i ), so that

again all the constraints must be satis�ed as equalities. As a consequence,
(p�i ; y

�
i ), with y

�
i = q

�
i � F (p�i ), maximizes the function e�i �pi; yi; p�j ; y�j �, and

((p�1; y
�
1); (p

�
2; y

�
2)) is an equilibrium of the price-quantity game with ful�lled

sales targets. Conversely, if we have an equilibrium ((p�1; y
�
1); (p

�
2; y

�
2)) for

which both sales targets are ful�lled at the equilibrium, then there is no
discounting and e�i �pi; yi; p�j ; y�j � must have a maximum over [0; v]� [0; 1] at
(p�i ; y

�
i ). Then (p

�
i ; y

�
i ) solves the above program for �rm i, since solving it is

clearly equivalent to maximizing

pi
�
F (pi) + min

�
G
�
pi; p

�
j

�
;max

�
F
�
p�j
�
+ 1� q�j ; G (pi; 0)

		�
= e�i �pi; G �p�i ; p�j� ; p�j ; y�j � .

The �rst constraint of �rm i�s program, expressed as qi � D
�
pi; p

�
j

�
, can

be seen as a competitiveness condition, imposing the compatibility between
the planned output qi and the list price pi, given the conjectured list price p�j
of �rm j. The second, expressed as qi � max

�
D
�
pi; p

�
j

�
� q�j ; D(pi; 0)

	
, can

be interpreted as a market feasibility condition which imposes the compati-
bility between the planned output qi and the list price pi, given the discount
price of �rm j resulting from its conjectured sales target y�j = q

�
j�F (p�i ). The

portion of the kinked demand curve above the kink corresponds to a binding
competitiveness constraint, whereas the portion below the kink corresponds
to a binding market feasibility constraint.

2.3 The set of equilibria

We use Lemma 2 in order to �rst introduce a parameterization of the set of
equilibria, and then to analyze existence.

2.3.1 Parameterization

Denote by �i; �i � 0 the Lagrange multipliers respectively associated with
the competitiveness and the market feasibility constraints in �rm i�s program,
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as de�ned by Lemma 2. The �rst order conditions for maximization of piqi
at the equilibrium con�guration (p�; q�) = ((p�1; p

�
2) ; (q

�
1; q

�
2)) are

4(
q�i + �i

@D(p�i ;p�j)
@pi

+ �i
@D(p�i ;p�j)

@pi
= 0

p�i � �i � �i = 0
, i = 1; 2. (8)

Following the usual interpretation, the Lagrange multipliers �i and �i mea-
sure the contribution to the value of �rm i of a marginal release of the
competitiveness and market feasibility constraints, respectively. The ratio
�i = �i=(�i+�i) 2 [0; 1] may accordingly be seen as the relative pressure ex-
erted on �rm i by its competitiveness constraint, when evaluated at (p�; q�).
As �i increases, the optimal strategy of �rm i will be chosen more and more
for the sake of competitiveness rather than on market feasibility grounds. As
we will see, when both �rms are active on the contested segment, an increase
in �i results in a decrease of both equilibrium prices and an increase of �rm
i share of the contested segment, further suggesting the interpretation of �i
as the competitive aggressiveness of �rm i at the equilibrium con�guration
(p�; q�).
Using D (pi; pj) = D (pi; pj)+D (pj; pi) together with the de�nition of �i,

conditions (8) may be reformulated as

D
�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
+p�i

@D
�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
@pi

+(1� �i) p�i
@D

�
p�j ; p

�
i

�
@pi

= 0, i; j = 1; 2, i 6= j. (9)

We thus obtain a system of two equations with the two prices (p�1; p
�
2) as

unknowns and two parameters (�1; �2). A straightforward computation leads
to the solution:

p�i (�i; �j) =
(2v + t) (6 + �j)

(5 + �i) (5 + �j)� 1
, i; j = 1; 2, i 6= j. (10)

We can then easily compute the equilibrium quantity sold by �rm i:

q�i = D(p
�
i ; p

�
j) =

(2v + t) (6 + �j) (2 + �i)

2t ((5 + �i) (5 + �j)� 1)
= p�i (�i; �j)

2 + �i
2t

. (11)

It increases with �rm i competitive aggressiveness and decreases with the one
of �rm j. The set of equilibria of the price-quantity game may accordingly
be parameterized by the competitive aggressiveness (�1; �2) of the two �rms.
For each value of �, we shall call for short �-equilibrium the equilibrium out-
come (p�; q�) = ((p�1; p

�
2) ; (F (p

�
1) + y

�
1; F (p

�
2) + y

�
2)) associated with a Nash

equilibrium ((p�1; y
�
1); (p

�
2; y

�
2)) of the price-quantity game.

4Notice that D
�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
� q�j = D

�
p�i ; p

�
j

�
> D (p�i ; 0).
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In the following, we shall also want to refer to the pro�t �i (�i; �j) =
p�i (�i; �j)D

�
p�i (�i; �j) ; p

�
j (�j; �i)

�
of each �rm i as a function of (�i; �j):

�i (�i; �j) =
(2v + t)2

2t

(2 + �i) (6 + �j)
2

((5 + �i) (5 + �j)� 1)2
. (12)

It is easy to check that �i is decreasing in �j, and unimodal with respect to
�i, with

arg max
�i2[0;1]

�i (�i; �j) =
4 + �j
5 + �j

2
�
4

5
;
5

6

�
. (13)

By (10), an increase in the competitive aggressiveness of �rm i is associated
as announced with a decrease in both prices, but more signi�cant for price pi,
hence with an increase in �rm i share of the contested segment. Consequently,
the pro�t of �rm j can only decrease, whereas there are two opposite e¤ects
on the pro�t of �rm i. As its competitive aggressiveness increases from zero
to one, the increase in �rm i market share �rst compensates for its price
decrease, allowing the pro�t to increase, but this compensating e¤ect will
eventually not be strong enough, and the pro�t will end up decreasing.

2.3.2 Existence

The system (10) does not ensure that p�1 (�1; �2) and p
�
2 (�2; �1) are indeed

equilibrium prices for any pair (�1; �2) in [0; 1]
2. However, in order to simplify

the analysis, rather than restricting the set of admissible pairs (�1; �2), we
introduce in the following proposition a further restriction on the parameters.

Proposition 1 Assume 3=2 < v=t < 14. Then, for any � 2 [0; 1]2 there
is an equilibrium ((p�1 (�) ; G (p

�
1 (�) ; p

�
2 (�))) ; (p

�
2 (�) ; G (p

�
2 (�) ; p

�
1 (�)))) of the

price-quantity game, with p�i (�) given by (10) and G (pi; pj) = (t+ pj � pi) =2t.
Conversely, any equilibrium prices must satisfy equations (10).

Proof. Equations (10), together with the equalities yi = G (pi; pj),
i; j = 1; 2, i 6= j, express the �rst order conditions for a solution of the
programs of both �rms. As p�i (�) is decreasing in both arguments, p

�
i (�) �

p�i (0; 0) = (2v + t) =4. For the contested segment to be covered and com-
petition to remain active on this segment when the prices are both equal
to this upper bound, we must have p�i (0; 0) + t=2 < v, which is equiva-
lent to 3=2 < v=t. This condition, reinforcing the preceding assumption
1 < v=t, excludes equilibria where �rms are local monopolies with juxta-
posed market areas on the contested segment. Also, in order for both �rms
to be active on the contested segment, we must have

��p�i (�)� p�j (�)�� < t.
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The di¤erence p�i (�) � p�j (�) is maximized at �i = 0 and �j = 1, and
p�i (0; 1) � p�j (1; 0) = (2v + t) =29 < t, provided v=t < 14. Under the as-
sumed parameter restriction, any equilibrium must have both �rms active in
the contested segment and together serving it completely, so that the con-
verse statement is also proved. Finally, to complete the proof, we must show
that �rst order conditions are su¢ cient for a global maximum. The pro�t to
be maximized by each �rm i is a quasi-concave function of (pi; qi), but the
two constraints in their programs do not de�ne a convex set for both �rms,
except in the symmetric case where �i = �j. So, we must verify that there is
no incentive for �rm i to deviate from any potential equilibrium (whatever
the values of �i and �j) when �rm j chooses a zero discount price:

min
�2[0;1]2

�i (�i; �j) > max
pi2[0;v]

�
pi

�
v � pi
t

+
t� pi
2t

��
.

By a straightforward computation, we get

(2v + t)2

2t
0:116 53 >

(2v + t)2

2t
0:08333,

which is always satis�ed.

2.4 Standard competition regimes

The set of �-equilibria contains the outcomes of all standard oligopolistic
solutions: collusion, price (Hotelling) equilibrium, quantity (Cournot) equi-
librium and various types of Stackelberg equilibria. Each of these outcomes
can be associated with a speci�c pair of degrees of competitive aggressiveness.
It can consequently be computed by resorting to our parameterization.

2.4.1 The polar cases: tacit collusion and price competition

The two polar cases are characterized by the minimum and maximum values
of the parameter �i for i = 1; 2.

� If �1 = �2 = 0 (the competitiveness constraint is ine¤ective), both
�rms charge the same price pm = (2v + t) =4 and sell the same quantity
qm = pm=t. The price pm is the collusive price of the duopoly, the one
that maximizes the sum of the two pro�ts p1q1+p2q2 under the market
feasibility constraint.

� If �1 = �2 = 1 (only the competitiveness constraint binds), both �rms
charge the same price pH = (2v + t) =5 and sell the same quantity qH =
3pH=2t. The pair

�
pH ; pH

�
is the price equilibrium in the Hotelling pure

price competition game, with payo¤s p1D (p1; p2) and p2D (p2; p1).

12



2.4.2 A halfway house: the Cournot solution

The Cournot �rm i chooses the quantity qi in order to maximize its pro�t,
given the anticipated quantity qj of �rm j. Using the price formulation, this
amounts to solve

max
(pi;pj)2[0;v]2

piD(pi; pj) (14)

s.t. D(pj; pi) = qj.

The Cournot equilibrium prices (pC1 ; p
C
2 ) are accordingly de�ned by the �rst-

order conditions

D(pi; pj)+pi
@D(pi; pj)

@pi
�@D(pi; pj)=@pj
@D(pj; pi)=@pj

pi
@D(pj; pi)

@pi
= 0 and D(pj; pi) = qCj ,

(15)
for i; j = 1; 2, i 6= j. Comparing with equations (9), we see that equations
(15) de�ne the equilibrium of the price-quantity game for

�Ci = 1 +
@D(pi; pj)=@pj
@D(pj; pi)=@pj

= 1 +
1=2t

�3=2t = 2=3, (16)

again for i; j = 1; 2, i 6= j. Inserting these values in equations (10), we
see that, at the corresponding equilibrium of the price-quantity game, both
�rms set the Cournot price pC = 3 (2v + t) =14 and sell the same quantity
qC = 4pC=3t.

2.4.3 Stackelberg equilibria and �rst mover (dis)advantage

In the preceding three cases, we have just veri�ed that standard equilibrium
outcomes can be obtained as equilibria of our price-quantity game for appro-
priate values of �. Now, we go a step further and show that our framework
allows us to simplify the computation of Stackelberg equilibria. Take �rm
1 as the leader and �rm 2 as the follower. Suppose �rst that the Stack-
elberg �rms compete in prices. As the follower faces in this case the sole
competitiveness constraint, we may characterize by �2 = 1 the solution to its
optimization problem (translated into the program of �rm 2). Using (13),
we see that the leader can then maximize its pro�t by choosing the price
p�1 (5=6; 1) given by (10). Thus, the Stackelberg price equilibrium outcome
coincides with the equilibrium of the price-quantity game for �Sp = (5=6; 1).
We observe that the leader is in this case in the worst possible position,

since the competitive aggressiveness of the follower is at its maximum and �1
is a decreasing function of �2 . The more moderate competitive aggressive-
ness of the leader bene�ts more to the follower, who ends up with a larger
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pro�t (�rst mover disadvantage), as well known in the context of strategic
complementarity (see Gal-Or, 1985).
A similar argument applies when the Stackelberg �rms compete in quan-

tities. In that case, the follower behaves as a Cournot �rm solving an
optimization program in q2 (given q1), the solution of which can be char-
acterized, according to equation (16) and for the corresponding program
of �rm 2, by �2 = 2=3, independently of the value q1. Hence, by (13),
�rm 1 maximizes its pro�t at �1 = 14=17, that is, by choosing quantity
qSq1 = D (p�1 (14=17; 2=3) ; p

�
2 (14=17; 2=3)). Thus, the Stackelberg quantity

equilibrium outcome coincides with the equilibrium of the price-quantity
game for �Sq = (14=17; 2=3). In contrast with the previous case of price
competition, �Sq1 > �Sq2 , so that the leader�s pro�t is now higher than the
follower�s (�rst mover advantage), as expected under strategic substitutabil-
ity. Moreover, as �Sq < �Sp, both pro�ts are higher in a Stackelberg quantity
equilibrium than in a Stackelberg price equilibrium.
Finally, the Stackelberg equilibrium concept can also be applied to price-

quantity competition. In that case, the leading �rm bene�ts from the largest
possible �rst mover advantage since, by choosing (p1; q1) it has complete con-
trol of the follower�s environment, being in a position to induce the lowest
competitive aggressiveness of its rival, namely �2 = 0. Using then the same
argument and referring again to equation (13), we conclude that the Stack-
elberg price-quantity equilibrium outcome coincides with the equilibrium of
the simultaneous price-quantity game, for �Spq = (4=5; 0). Notice that, con-
trary to the two former cases where the leading �rm was constrained by the
type (price or quantity) of the strategic variable, the leader is now able to
act as if it could both choose its own competitive aggressiveness and induce
the one of the follower by an adequate choice of the latter�s environment.
These results illustrate the common point of view of management litera-

ture (Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988), assimilating the �rst mover advan-
tage to a dominant competitive aggressiveness. Also, we should stress that
introducing aggressiveness in competition makes the debate on sequentiality
vs. simultaneity of decisions somewhat irrelevant; this may justify the NEIO
use of simultaneous econometric equations to analyze competitive reaction
e¤ects. The relevant point is captured through the relative values of the com-
petitors�aggressiveness indices (the conduct parameters), in a sense that is
not necessarily aligned with an established leadership.
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3 Strategic choice of competitive aggressive-
ness

The lesson to be derived from the analysis we have made of the Stackelberg
concept is that the leading �rm behavior can be interpreted as the choice of
the optimal competitive aggressiveness, given that of the follower. Hence, a
natural further step in our analysis is to treat the � parameters as exogenous
in the price-quantity game.

3.1 A reformulation of the price-quantity game: the
�-game

Consider the competitive aggressiveness parameters � 2 [0; 1]2 as given. A
modi�ed game, which we shall call the �-game, has for each �rm i price-
quantity strategies (pi; qi) 2 [0; v]� [0; 1 + a] and payo¤s ��i :

��i (pi; qi; pj; qj) = �ipiqi + (1� �i) pi
�
D(pi; pj)� qj

�
if qi � D(pi; pj)(17)

= 0 otherwise.

In such a game, the higher �i the less �rm i cares about the residual demand
left by its rival, and the more it concentrates on pure price competition in
order to conquer a large market share. Hence, the parameter �i can indeed
be seen as the competitive aggressiveness of �rm i, actually as an attitude
of the manager with respect to his competitor. The following proposition
shows that the equilibrium of this game coincides with the �-equilibrium for
the same value of �.

Proposition 2 For � = (�1; �2) 2 [0; 1]2, the �-equilibrium of the price-
quantity game coincides with the equilibrium of the �-game.

Proof. An equilibrium of the �-game must verify q�j = D
�
p�j ; p

�
i

�
for�

p�j ; q
�
j

�
to be an optimal choice of �rm j. Under this requirement, the �rst

order conditions for maximization of �rm i pro�t (17) in the �-game exactly
coincide with the corresponding �rst order conditions (9), associated with
the same value of �, in the price-quantity game.

3.2 The delegation game

In a context of separation between ownership and management, the selection
of the manager on the basis of his personality traits, experience or accepted
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policy orientation is a way for the owners of setting the competitive aggres-
siveness of their �rm. In this context, it may seem natural to introduce a pre-
liminary stage where the � parameters are chosen strategically. Adopting a
delegation point of view, we may consider each �-game as a subgame in a two-
stage delegation game requiring, in a �rst stage, that the owners of each �rm
i hire a manager with aggressiveness �i. The �rst stage game has the owner of
each �rm i choosing a strategy �i 2 [0; 1], and leads to the payo¤s �i (�i; �j),
i = 1; 2, as de�ned in (12). Computing the Nash equilibrium at this stage,

characterized by
@�1
@�1

=
@�2
@�2

= 0, gives ��1 = �
�
2 = 2

�p
2� 1

�
' 0:828. Thus,

when competing in aggressiveness, �rms are led to a (subgame perfect) equi-
librium outcome between Cournot and Hotelling, since 2=3 < ��i < 1, with a
pro�t �i (�

�) lower than the Cournot quantity competition pro�t but higher
than the Hotelling price competition pro�t.5

The equilibria we have considered can all be represented in the �1 � �2
space, as depicted in Figure 2. With any point � 2 [0; 1]� [0; 1] we associate
the pair of prices p�(�) (given by (10)) of the �-equilibrium of the price-
quantity game (or, equivalently, of the equilibrium of the corresponding �-
game). Relations (13) determine the reaction functions �i = Ri(�j), i = 1; 2,
i 6= j, of the �rst stage of the delegation game: they are represented by
the curves R1 and R2, the intersection of which gives the equilibrium �� of
this game. This equilibrium appears in some sense as the frontier separating
hawks and doves.
The standard collusive solution as well as the price and quantity equilibria

of the original price-quantity game (with endogenous ��s) are represented by
the points 0, 1 and �C of the �rst diagonal, respectively. Also, the standard
Stackelberg equilibria (with �rm 1 as the leader) when �rms compete in
prices, in quantities or in prices and quantities simultaneously are represented
by the points �Sp, �Sq and �Spq, respectively, on the reaction curve R1 of the
leader.
We observe that these Stackelberg equilibrium outcomes of the original

price-quantity game correspond to the Nash equilibria of the (R1(�2); �2)-
game, for the relevant values of �2, namely 1, 2=3 and 0, for price, quantity
and price-quantity competition, respectively. Here, R1(�2) is the implicit
aggressiveness of the leader facing a follower of aggressiveness �2. Clearly,
R1(�2) > �2, only for �2 < �

�
2, so that the leader is more aggressive than the

follower only when the latter behaves as a dove.

5Another version of the delegation game would consist in having the �rms choosing
sequentially their competitive aggressiveness, instead of simultaneously. The sub-game
perfect equilibria of this game would be characterized by less aggressiveness, principally
as concerns the leader and to its disadvantage (because of strategic complementarity).
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Figure 2: Equilibria in the aggressiveness parameter space

3.3 The impact of environmental hostility

We have heretofore assumed uniformity of travel costs per unit of length
on the captive and contested market segments. Domestic and foreign travel
conditions can however di¤er, sometimes quite sharply. More generally, if we
take an abstract view of the characteristics space, beyond its strict geograph-
ical interpretation, a decrease, say, in the travel cost t 2 (0; v) on the sole
contested segment appears as a convenient way to make the two products
more substitutable, and hence to increase the intensity of competition, inde-
pendently of any autonomous change in competitive aggressiveness. Also, we
may decrease the size of the captive market segments relative to the contested
segment, and hence increase the degree of �rms exposure to competition, by
simply increasing the travel cost t0 2 (v=a;1) in the former (for simplicity,
we will continue to refer to a symmetric game). Thus, the ratio t0=t may be
seen as a measure of the (exogenous) intensity of competition. In both cases,
by decreasing t or by increasing t0, we modify the environment of both �rms,
making it more competitive, hence more hostile.
The modi�ed demand for brand i is

D(pi; pj) =
v � pi
t0

+
t+ pj � pi

2t
. (18)
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It is easy to check that we may continue to use �rst order conditions (9),
leading to

p�i (�i; �j) =
(2 + 4t=t0 + �j) (1 + 2v=t

0)

(1 + 4t=t0 + �i) (1 + 4t=t0 + �j)� 1
t, i; j = 1; 2, i 6= j. (19)

As before, the equilibrium list price p�i (�i; �j) of �rm i is decreasing with
respect to its own aggressiveness �i and to that, �j, of its competitor. Using
q�i (�i; �j) = D(p

�
i (�i; �j) ; p

�
j (�j; �i)), we can compute the equilibrium pro�t

�i (�i; �j) =

�
(2 + 4t=t0 + �j) (1 + 2v=t

0)

(1 + 4t=t0 + �i) (1 + 4t=t0 + �j)� 1

�2
2t=t0 + �i

2
t, i = 1; 2, i 6= j.

(20)
The argument in the proof of Proposition 1 can then be used to estab-

lish the same existence result, now subject to the more general parameter
restriction:

t

t0
+
1

2
<
v

t0
< 2

t

t0

�
3 + 4

t

t0

�
. (21)

Notice that the ful�lment of the second inequality, necessary for both �rm
to be kept active on the contested segment, is eventually threatened as t
decreases, that is, as the two brands become more and more substitutable,
intensifying competition on the contested market segment.
Finally, from pro�t (20) to be maximized in �i, we derive (by computing

the corresponding �rst order condition) the reaction function of �rm i in the
delegation game:

�i =
4t=t0 + �j

1 + 4t=t0 + �j
, i = 1; 2, i 6= j. (22)

We observe that the degrees of competitive aggressiveness are strategic com-
plements in the delegation game. Besides, the aggressiveness of any �rm
decreases with the environmental hostility (when t=t0 decreases), for a given
level of the rival�s aggressiveness. Because of strategic complementarity, this
e¤ect is of course reinforced at the equilibrium values:

b�i = 2pt=t0 �p1 + t=t0 �pt=t0� , i = 1; 2. (23)

The equilibrium value b�i of the competitive aggressiveness is an increasing
function of the ratio t=t0 of the travel costs on the two market segments. As
this ratio decreases, the environment of both �rms becomes more hostile,
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triggering the compensating e¤ect of a decrease in competitive aggressive-
ness.6

The way the decrease in the ratio t=t0 comes about (through a fall in
t or through a rise in t0) is indi¤erent as concerns the equilibrium value of
the aggressiveness factor, although not as concerns equilibrium prices and
pro�ts, since changes in t and in t0 do not work exclusively through the ratio
t=t0 in this case. From the point of view of our discussion in this paper the
signi�cant point is however that in both cases the adjustment of the degree
of competitive aggressiveness to a more hostile environment moderates the
pro�t decline generated by the fall in the ratio t=t0. We illustrate this e¤ect
in the two following �gures, where thick curves represent, for di¤erent values
of the ratio t=t0, the equilibrium pro�ts of the delegation game, whereas thin
curves represent the equilibrium pro�ts of the pure price competition game
(the one associated with � = (1; 1)).7

9.6

9.8

10

10.2

10.4

Profit

1 1.5 2 2.5t/t'

Figure 3 : Changes in product di¤erentiation

6This compensating e¤ect is in some sense reminiscent of the incentive to relax price
competition by maximizing di¤erentiation along one dimension (vertical or horizontal)
when di¤erentiation is minimal along the other dimension(s) (see e.g. Neven and Thisse,
1990, or Dos Santos Ferreira and Thisse, 1996). In our model, however, the compensating
response to lower di¤erentiation consists in a less aggressive conduct, rather than in a
reshaped environment. Besides, this response is not of the max-min type that we �nd in
the previous literature.

7We use the parameter values v = 6 and, either t0 = 1 and variable t (in Figure 2), or
t = 1 and variable t0 (in Figure 3). According to (21), we must assume 0:5687 < t < 5:5
in the former case, and t0 < 10 in the latter.
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Figure 4 : Changes in the captive market size

The moderating e¤ect of the aggressiveness adjustment slows down the pro�t
decline as the two products become more and more substitutable on the
contested segment (Figure 3), or as captive markets shrink (Figure 4).
Thus, this e¤ect countervails the immediate in�uence of a more hostile

environment on the competition prevailing at the second stage of the delega-
tion game: an increase in environmental hostility (as product di¤erentiation
diminishes or as the captive market segments shrink) may induce a cut-throat
competition with a pro�t squeeze for both �rms, principally if the degree of
competitive aggressiveness is at its maximum (that is, if competition is ex-
clusively in prices). Anticipating such a detrimental price war leads the �rms
to adjust their degrees of aggressiveness to a lower level, in contradiction to
the conventional wisdom claiming that tough guys should be drafted when
the battle�eld is under �re.

4 Concluding remarks

In this paper competitive aggressiveness has been analyzed in a simple price-
quantity competition model à la Hotelling, where each one of two �rms sup-
plies two connected market segments, a captive segment and a contested
segment. It is argued that the marketing orientation of each �rm can be ra-
tionalized in terms of pro�t maximization. The main objective of this paper
is to elaborate a conceptually consistent measurement of competitive aggres-
siveness and then to get a parameterization of the set of equilibria. Assuming
pro�t maximization subject to both competitiveness and market feasibility
constraints, the competitive aggressiveness of each �rm at some equilibrium
is endogenously determined as the relative weight of the competitiveness con-
straint imposed to that �rm at that equilibrium. Each equilibrium can then
be identi�ed with the pair of degrees of competitive aggressiveness which
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characterizes the combined strategies of the two �rms. This parameteriza-
tion can be advantageously used to compute the equilibrium outcomes of
standard regimes of competition and to exhibit the behavioral meaning of
the �rst mover advantage (or disadvantage).
This approach is then applied to treat competitive aggressiveness as vari-

able under the control of each seller through speci�c hiring decisions and/or
rules of implementation in the sales force management. Firms are assumed to
choose their managerial aggressiveness in the �rst stage of a delegation game,
where the environmental hostility is characterized by the degree of product
substitutability or by the degree of exposure to competition as measured by
the relative weight of the contested market segment. When hostility is in-
tensi�ed and pro�tability correspondingly threatened, �rms compensate by
hiring less aggressive managers. Rather hire a dove than a hawk when the
wind is rising.
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